Best Practices for
Maintaining Seasonal
Banners and Signs
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Introduction: Getting the most out of your
seasonal banners and signs
A seasonal sign or banner is a great way to advertise, and an attractive design can mean the
difference between getting someone’s attention and losing it. The banner’s quality and overall
appearance are similarly important. According to a recent InfoTrends report, two out of three
people feel sign quality reflects business quality. A banner that flaps in the wind or is damaged
reflects poorly on the organization that it represents, regardless of how inviting the design is.
The essential thing to remember when trying to make the most of your sign or banner
investment is that putting some energy into its maintenance and care can have a tremendous
impact on how long it lasts (and looks). If you never think about taking care of your investment,
it probably won’t last as long as one you routinely care for, even infrequently. The key factors
here are the quality of the material and the care taken to maintain it.
Purchasing a banner made from superior material is a good starting point. From there, proper
maintenance helps to ensure the banner stands the test of time. Neglecting this step can leave
the banner looking dirty, worn, sun-faded, ripped, or wind-damaged, all of which greatly shorten
its useful life. This guide will give you four best practices on how to avoid these outcomes.
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Proper Storage
Seasonal banners are typically displayed for just a few weeks or months and then
stored until the following year. Too often, when these banners are removed from
storage, they have wrinkles or creases, which detract from the appeal of the signage.
If a banner has wrinkles or
creases, you can attempt to
remove these with heat from a
heat gun or blow dryer. This is not
always effective, though. Proper
storage is the best prevention.

It’s difficult, and sometimes impossible, to remove these defects. That’s why correct
storage is so important.

Roll instead of fold
Folding a banner for seasonal storage is a mistake that leads to creases and
wrinkles. Always roll the banner or sign to prevent this kind of damage. However,
do not roll the banner too tightly. A best practice is to roll it around a tube or
cylinder slightly smaller than the storage container you’ll use.
When rolling the banner, also look at its characteristics to determine how to roll it
properly. If it’s a single-sided banner, then the print side should be facing out. For
double-sided banners, the only consideration is if one side has pressure sensitive
graphics. If this is the case, then the side with these graphics should be facing out.
It’s also a good idea to clean the banner before storing it. (See Cleaning and
modifications below.)

Remove the banner from its frame
Storing a banner in its frame may seem like a good idea, but it actually limits the
banner’s lifespan. Although no longer exposed to the elements, the banner is still
under tension. This means that it’s pulled in all the directions that it’s attached to
the frame. This slight stretching (or tension) will slowly weaken the banner over
time. By separating it from the frame and rolling it up, you can make it last longer.

Storage container and location
The banner should ideally be stored in the packaging it came in, typically a
cardboard tube. The manufacturer uses this packing method to store and ship the
tube because it provides the greatest protection.
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Once the banner is safely placed in storage tube or similar packing, it should be
stored in a dry space that’s in the lower range of room temperature, from about 65
to 73 degrees Fahrenheit. Higher temperatures (or high humidity) can decrease the
banner’s lifespan. Excessively cold temperatures should also be avoided.
In terms of fading, ink quality
also makes a difference. A
solvent-based ink will fade much
more slowly than a water-based
ink. Choosing a high quality
banner material along with
solvent-based ink is the best

Protection from the Elements
Storing the banner in suitable conditions is only a small part of preserving its
quality. Make sure to also maintain it while it's in use.

choice for long-lasting color.

Indoor banners
When banners or signs are displayed inside, in a climate-controlled environment,
it may seem like they are protected from the elements. Many people forget about
the damage that the sun can cause, leading to fading over time. This is why it’s best
to display the banner away from southern exposures, in order to limit the amount
of sun it receives. Northern exposures are the best option because it avoids the
extreme sun angles in the early morning (eastern) and late afternoon (western). If
your space is flexible, it’s best to position your banner in this ideal location.

Outdoor banners
Wind is the primary threat to outdoor banners. When banners are not properly
secured against the wind, they have a tendency to flap. Even a tiny range of motion
can cause serious damage over time. When the banner moves with the wind, this
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“flag effect” (also called wind whip) can significantly shorten its lifespan by causing
rips, tears, and even separation of the component elements of the banner.
The best way to protect banners against both extreme wind gusts and the general
flag effect is to ensure it’s taut. Keeping the material pulled tight provides better
resistance against the force of the wind. This is the most important factor in the
How does the “flag effect”

outdoor banner’s longevity. Therefore, it’s good to check the tautness periodically,

damage banners? The constant

as banners tend to go slack over time. Another best practice is to buy a high-quality

repetitive motion caused by wind
flow puts significant stress on

banner that’s specifically designed for an outdoor environment. A small additional

the banner materials, which is

investment can provide greater banner longevity and cost less in the long run.

typically vinyl laminated on a
scrim. The wind can cause the
vinyl to separate from the scrim,
which destroys the banner..

Extreme cold
While banners hold up well in most climates, extreme cold is an exception.
When temperatures plunge below 0°, the banner runs the risk of cracking. The
component elements of the banner can freeze and become easily susceptible to
fracture from tension forces, wind, or re-heating.
In most cases, this will not occur unless the banner is subject to temperatures
below -20°, but it’s not a good idea to test this threshold. In very cold climates, it’s
best to take down the banner if extreme cold is in the forecast. Safely storing the
banner during the most extreme cold can be the difference between a banner that
lasts for years and one that falls apart after a few uses.

Cleaning and Modifications
Banners need care to keep them looking great and make sure they last as long as possible.

Indoor banners
These should be cleaned regularly. Dust indoor banners on a frequent basis to
prevent build-up. Additionally, clean the banner occasionally using a cloth with a
mixture of mild dish soap and water. Use as little soap and water as possible. This
prevents any serious degradation of the ink printing on the banner (every ink has a
different degree of tolerance to surfactants). It’s also best to avoid paper products
because their fibers can come loose on the banner.
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Outdoor banners
These may be more difficult to clean on a regular basis, but they should always be
cleaned before storage. Otherwise, any dust and grime will continue to degrade
the banner throughout the storage period, shortening its lifespan. As with indoor
banners, use mild dish soap, water, and a cloth to clean.
Grommets – Holes in banners are
secured using specially-designed

Another concern with outdoor banners, as mentioned in an earlier section, is that

grommets. These ring-like parts

their connections (cords, rope, or screws) tend to loosen over time. Check them to

are made of strong material like

make sure the banner is still being held tightly. A taut banner resists wind damage

metal or carbon fiber and spread
the tension from the hole equally

much more effectively.

around its edge, preventing tears.

Modifications
Avoid making any modifications to the banner structure. Creating a new hole for
another hanging connection may seem like a good workaround, but it will usually
result in rips. Any change in the banner’s structural integrity will lead to tearing. The
banner should only be connected at grommets.
Another common mistake is to try to glue additional elements to the banner.
Standard adhesives can damage the banner material. If you want to modify or add
to the wording on a banner, it’s best to use pressure sensitive vinyl.
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Investing in Banners
and Signs That Last
Banners made of less expensive, lower quality material degrade faster and have to
be replaced sooner. A high quality banner is more likely to last and will also be easier
Tip: Coatings can help to extend
the life of the ink on the banner.
They also provide abrasion
resistance.

to properly maintain. This makes it a more cost-effective marketing investment.

High-quality material: better aesthetics, better durability
Using better quality banner material has beneficial effects across all elements of the
banner use. These are typically manufactured from high quality materials to ensure
ease of profiling and the highest resolution possible. This is useful for large-size
banners and those with complex images, because they provide excellent color clarity.
A good example of this type of material is Bantex®, which is constructed from the
highest grades of polymer films. Materials like Bantex® can be printed on with all
solvent, UV curable, and latex inkjet printers. These types of materials offer excellent
print quality with superior durability. When printed with solvent ink, color lasts longer
than it does with other banner materials.
Better quality material is also tougher and stands up to wear and tear better. With
proper storage, this decreases the likelihood of wrinkles or creases.

Material that stands up to wind whip and edge curling
For outdoor banners, look for a strong material that can withstand the wind, rain, and
other elements that can damage your investment. These fabrics typically advertise
such features as reinforcement; durability; and resistance to water, oil, heat, mildew,
and abrasion. Choosing a high-quality material means a banner will last several
seasons. It also translates into lower risk of: tears, other damage from the environment,
or fading (when combined with better quality ink). For greater durability and longevity,
high quality material from a respected manufacturer is essential.
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Since wind damage isn’t a concern, indoor banners are not secured as tightly as outdoor banners. Unfortunately, this also makes
them susceptible to edge curling, which can ruin the look of the banner and even obscure important wording or graphics. This is
particularly a problem with low-quality material, and it’s nearly impossible to fix once it occurs.
Avoid this fate by selecting a banner fabric that’s advertised as “curl free.” The best of these, like the Bantex® Curl Free banner, are
strong and stiff enough to remain curl free for five years. They also come with added benefits like photographic print quality and
surface smoothness.

Conclusion: Material quality makes
the difference
By following these best practices, you can ensure that your signs and banners will last over several seasons. From proper
rolled storage and occasional cleaning to ensuring outside signs are taut, these steps help you get the most out of your
investment. Underlying all of these steps, though, is your choice of banner material. Even if you closely follow these
maintenance steps, low-quality materials will be less likely to hold up over time and will be significantly less forgiving of any
lapses in routine maintenance. Selecting a high quality material like Bantex® at the outset ensures greater durability and a
superior look.
When people see a quality banner, they think more highly of your business or organization. By following these steps, you can
help ensure your signage leaves a great first impression.

If you’d like to learn more about how you can get the most out of your
investment in a high quality seasonal banner or sign, visit us today online at
www.herculite.com/graphics-media or call us at 800-772-0036
LEARN MORE

